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Let Q(k, l ) be a poset whose Hasse diagram is a regular spider with k+1 legs
having the same length l. We show that for any n1 the n th cartesian power of the
spider poset Q(k, l ) is a Macaulay poset for any k0 and l1. In combination with
our recent results (S. L. Bezrukov, 1998, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 84, 157170) this
provides a complete characterization of all Macaulay posets which are cartesian
powers of upper semilattices, whose Hasse diagrams are trees.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let (P, ) be a finite poset with a partial order . For x, y # P we write
x/} y if xy and there is no z # P yielding xzy. The poset (P, ) is
called ranked if there exists a function rP : P [ N such that minx # P
rP(x)=0 and for any x, y # P the conditions x/} y implies rP(x)+1=
rP( y). We call the number rP(x) the rank of x. The set Pt=[x # P |
rP(x)=t] is called the t th level of P.
For a subset APi and t>0 define the shadow of A as
2(A)=[x # Pt&1 | x y for some y # A].
Consider the shadow minimization problem on a ranked poset (P, ): for
a given poset (P, ) and given natural numbers t>0 and m, 1m|Pt |
find a set APt such that |A|=m and |2(A)||2(B)| for any BPt with
|B|=m. We call such a set optimal. This problem is one of the central
problems in combinatorics and has a lot of applications (see [7] for an
introduction to the subject).
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Let P be a total order on P. For z # Pt denote
Ft(z)=[x # Pt | xPz].
We call a subset APi initial segment if A=Ft(z) for some z # Pt . A poset
(P, ) is called Macaulay, if there exists a total order P (called Macaulay
order), such that the following properties hold:
(N1) (nestedness) For any t>0, and any z # |Pt | the initial segment
Ft(z) has minimal shadow among all subsets of Pt of the same cardinality;
(N2) (continuity) For t>0 it holds: 2(Ft(z))=Ft&1(z$) for some
z$ # Pt&1.
In our paper we deal with the spider poset Q(k, l ). The elements of this
poset are natural numbers 0, 1, ..., (k+1) l, and the partial order  is
defined as follows: :; iff (i) :=; (mod k+1) and :;, or (ii)
;=(k+1) l. The Hasse diagram of Q(k, l ) can be obtained from k+1
copies of a chain with l+1 vertices by identifying their top vertices (see
Fig. 1 for an example of Q(3, 2)). We denote by Qn(k, l ) the n th cartesian
power of the poset Q(k, l ). The elements of Qn(k, l ) are n-dimensional
vectors with integral entries in the range [0, (k+1) l]. The partial order
_ on this set is defined as follows: (:1 , ..., :n)_ (;1 , ..., ;n) iff :i ;i ,
i=1, ..., n. It is easy to show that the poset Qn(k, l ) is ranked for any n1.
The Macauleyness of the poset Qn(k, l ) for particular values k and l has
been extensively studied in the literature. For example, for the n-cube (i.e.,
for k=0 and l=1) the corresponding result is known as the Kruskal
Katona theorem [10, 11]. For the lattice of multisets (or grids for brevity),
i.e., for k=0 and l1, the result follows from the ClementsLindstro m
theorem [6] (cf. Theorem 1). Finally, the Macauleyness of the star poset
(l=1 and k0) is established in [1, 12, 13].
In [2] it is shown that if the Hasse diagram of a ranked semilattice P
is a tree and if a certain cartesian power of P is Macaulay, then the poset
P is isomorphic to Q(k, l ) for some k and l. This motivates our interest in
the spider poset. The main result of the paper is that the poset Qn(k, l ) is
Macaulay for any positive k, l and n.
FIG. 1. The Hasse diagram of Q(3, 2).
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This theorem includes such important results in combinatorics as the
KruskalKatona theorem [10, 11] and ClementsLindstro m theorem [6]
as special cases. In order to prove our theorem we use an approach which
is based on Steiner operations (cf. [5]), in particular on compression. It is
known that such operations can be efficiently applied to many com-
binatorial problems. For example, by using this approach the first proof of
the KruskalKatona theorem in [11] was shortened from 30 pages to just
1.5 pages (see, e.g., [8]). In the case of the n-cube a compressed set has a
very simple structure. However, as the poset becomes more complicated,
only compression is not enough to establish its Macauleyness, and more
sophisticated arguments are needed. We believe that our technique and the
order we introduce can be well applied to a wider class of posets. Some
possible directions to such extension are mentioned in the conclusion.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define a total order
P on Qn(k, l ) and list some of its properties. Section 3 consists of auxiliary
results that are used in Section 4 to prove our main result, namely the
Macauleyness of the order P, and, thus, of the poset Qn(k, l ). An applica-
tion of this result to an edge-isoperimetric problem for products of block
graphs (graphs in which every block is a clique) and a conclusion in Sec-
tion 5 complete the paper.
2. THE ORDER P AND ITS PROPERTIES
In order to simplify the denotations we often write Qn and Qnt instead of
Qn(k, l ) and Qnt (k, l ) respectively, if the values of k and l are obvious from
the context. For n2 we denote the elements of Qn by bold Latin letters,
while the elements of Q are denoted by Greek letters. For a vector a we
denote by a[i] its i th entry.
We say a vector a is greater than a vector b in the lexicographic order
iff there exists i, 1in, such that a[ j]=b[ j] for 1 j<i and
a[i]>b[i].
Theorem 1 (Clements and Lindstro m [6]). Let Gn be an l1 _ } } } _ln
grid (i.e., the cartesian product Q(0, l1)_ } } } _Q(0, ln)) and let l1 } } } ln .
Then the lexicographic order is the Macaulay order on Gn.
For : # Q denote
:

={: mod(k+1),k,
if :{(k+1) l
if :=(k+1) l
and, for a=(:1 , ..., :n) # Qn let a
=(:
 1
, ..., :
 n
).
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Furthermore, for i=0, 1, ..., k and a # Qn let I i(a)=[ j | a
[ j]=i]. If
Ii (a)=[ j1 , ..., jq] for some q1 and j1< } } } < jq , then denote pi (a)=
(a[ j1], ..., a[ jq]). We define the vector a = p0(a) p1(a) } } } pk&1(a) as the
concatenation of vectors pi (a), i=0, ..., k. If Ii (a)=< for some i, then the
corresponding term pi (a) is not present in the concatenation. Therefore, a
is obtained from a by some permutation of its entries.
For example, if a=(0, 8, 1, 3, 5, 4) # Q64(3, 2), then a
=(0, 3, 1, 3, 1, 0),
I0(a)=[1, 6], I1(a)=[3, 5], I2(a)=<, I3(a)=[2, 4], p0(a)=(0, 4),
p1(a)=(1, 5), p3(a)=(8, 3), and a =(0, 4, 1, 5, 8, 3).
Now we define the total order Ln0(k, l ) on the set Q
n
0(k, l ). The definition
is inductive on k and n. Since |Qn0(0, l)|=1, then the order L
n
0(0, l ) is
trivial. For n=1 we order the elements of Q0(k, l ) as 0<1< } } } <k.
Assume for each k$ and n$ with 0k$<k and n$<n, the order Ln0(k$, l ) is
well defined and let k1 and n2.
First we partition the elements of Qn0 into 2
n blocks B1 , ..., B2n . Consider
the set
Q =[b # Qn0 | b[i] # [0, k], 1in]
and order its elements (which we denote by b1, ..., b2n) lexicographically.
Now the block Bi consists of the vectors which can be obtained from bi by
replacing bi[ j]{0 with some element of the set [1, ..., k], j=1, ..., n. Thus,
if bi has s nonzero entries, then Bi consists of ks vectors of Qn0 .
Let a, b # Qn0 , a # Bi and b # Bj . If i> j, we put a>b in order L
n
0(k, l ). If
i= j then let s be the number of the common zero entries of a and b. Con-
sider the vectors a$ and b$ obtained from a and b respectively by omitting
their zero entries (if s>0) and decreasing every remaining entry on 1. Note
that a$, b$ # Qn&s0 (k&1, l ). We put ab in order L
n
0(k, l ) iff a$b$ in
order Ln&s0 (k&1, l ).
As an example we present the order L20(3, 2) below. In order to simplify
the denotations we omitted commas and parenthesis in vectors. The basic
vectors of the blocks (i.e., the vectors of Q ) are underlined. Since the order
L20(3, 2) involves the orders L
1
0(1, 2), L
1
0(2, 2), L
2
0(1, 2), and L
2
0(2, 2) we
present them as well:
L10(1, 2): 0
B1
1

B2
; L10(2, 2): 0
B1
1 2

B2
; L20(1, 2): 00
B1
01
B2
10
B3
11
B4
L20(2, 2): 00
B1
01 02
B2
10 20
B3
11 12 21 22
B4
L20(3, 2): 00
B1
01 02 03
B2
10 20 30
B3
11 12 13 21 31 22 23 32 33
B4
.
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Now we are ready to define the total order Pnk, l on Q
n(k, l ). For
a, b # Qnt , n1 and t1 we write bO
n
k, l a (or ao
n
k, l b) iff
(i) a

>b

in order Ln0(k, l ), or
(ii) if a

=b

holds, then a is greater than b9 in the lexicographic order.
We often use simplified denotation P for this order if the values of n, k and
l are clear from the context. For a subset XQn we refer to its largest
(resp. smallest) element as to the largest (resp. smallest) element of X in
order P.
Lemma 1. The total order Pnk, l has the following properties:
(a) (Consistency) let a, b # Qn and a[i]=b[i] for some i. Let a$ and
b$ be obtained from a and b, respectively, by deleting their i th entries. Then
aonk, l b iff a$o
n&1
k, l b$.
(b) For any x # Qn0 the subposet of Q
n with the element set
Lx=[c # Qn | c
=x]
and the induced partial order is isomorphic to the d1_ } } } _dn grid, where
di=l if c[i]{k and di=l+1 otherwise. Moreover, the induced total order
on Lx is isomorphic to the lexicographic order.
(c) For any l>1 the subposet of Qn with the element set
R=[c # Qn(k, l ) | c[i]>k, 1in]
and the induced partial order is isomorphic to Qn(k, l&1). Moreover, the
induced total order on R is isomorphic to Pnk, l&1 .
(d) Consider for k>1 the subposet of Qn with the element set
S=[c # Qn(k, l ) | c

[i]>0, 1in]
and the induced partial order is isomorphic to Qn(k&1, l ). Moreover, the
induced total order on S is isomorphic to Pnk&1, l .
Proof. (a) Assume a

ob

. Then a$ob$ follows from Lemma 1 of [1].
Thus, a$ob$ by the definition of P. If a

=b

, then a$ob$ is true because the
lexicographic order satisfies the consistency property.
The remaining assertions follow from the definition of the order P and
their straightforward proofs are omitted. K
Our technique is based on manipulations with the grids [Lx | x # Qn0] (cf.
Lemma 1b). Obviously, the set of these grids forms a partition of Qn. This
fact is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the Hasse diagram of Q2(1, 3) is shown.
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FIG. 2. The Hasse diagram of Q2(1, 3) and its partition into grids Lc .
The elements within every level of this poset are placed in the figure from
left to right in increasing order P.
For x # Qn0 denote |x|= |[i | x[i]=k]|. Furthermore, denote by &x& the
maximal t such that Lx & Qnt {<. It is easily shown that &x&=
n(l&1)+|x|. Let x, y # Qn0 . We define the Hamming distance \(x, y)=
|[i | x[i]{y[i]]|. Now for xOy we say that x and y are adjacent if
\(x, y)=1 and |x|=|y|&1. In other words, if x[i]{y[i] for some i then
y[i]=k.
Lemma 2. Let x # Qn0 and let y # Q
n
0 with yox be the smallest element
adjacent to x. If there exists z # Qn0 with xOzOy, then |z||x|.
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Proof. We prove the assertion by using the double induction on n and
k. For n=1 the assertion is obvious. If k=1 then the order Ln0(k, l ) is
isomorphic to the lexicographic order and the assertion is true too. We
proceed for n, k2. Consider the partition of Qn0 into blocks. If x and y are
in one block Bx , and this block is not the last one, then x and y have s
common nonzero entries for some s>0. Now the assertion follows by
induction on n applied to the block Bx , because its elements are ordered
in accordance with the order Ln&s(k, l). If Bx is the last block then its
elements are ordered in accordance with the order Ln(k&1, l ) and the
assertion follows by induction on k.
Assume x and y are in different blocks Bx and By , respectively. Let e be
the largest element of the block Bx . If x{e then yPe and we have a con-
tradiction. Thus, x=e. This implies x[i] # [0, k], i=1, ..., n. Let j be the
maximal index such that x[ j]=0. One has
x=(/1 , ..., / j&1 , 0, k, ..., k), y=(/1 , ..., /j&1 , k, k, ..., k).
Therefore, y is the largest element of By . Now if there exists z with
xOzOy then j<n. Let z be in the block Bz and let e$ be the largest
element of Bz . Then |e$||x| by the definition of the lexicographic order.
This and |z||e$| complete the proof. K
Denote by Fnt (m) the set formed by the first m vertices of Q
n
t . Let
MQn and AQnt . We say that the set A is an initial segment in the set
M if A & M=Fnt (m) & M for some m. The following lemma shows that
the order P satisfies the continuity condition (N2) in the definition of the
Macaulay poset.
Lemma 3. For any n, m and t>0 one has 2(Fnt (m))=F
n
t&1(m$) for
some m$.
Proof. Denote A=Fnt (m) for brevity. Furthermore, denote by a and c
the largest vectors from A and 2(A), respectively. The definition of the
order P implies a

=c

. Let b # Qnt&1 and bOc. We show b # 2(A).
Consider the case b

Oc

and assume there exists d # Qnt with d
=b

. Since
d

Oa

, and since A is an initial segment, then d # A. This implies b # 2(A).
If d does not exist then &b

&=t&1. Now let d # Qnt be the smallest vector
such that b # 2(d). Note that &d

&=t, because &d

&>t implies &b

&t. Now
if dPa then b # 2(A). If doa, then b

Oc

Od

and Lemma 2 implies
&c

&&b

&=t&1. Since a

=c

, then &a

&t&1, which contradicts a # Qnt .
Finally, if b

=c

, then the lemma follows from Lemma 1b, since the
continuity is satisfied for grids with respect to the lexicographic order
(cf. [6, 7]). K
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This lemma and the following theorem, which we will prove in Section 4,
provide the Macauleyness of the poset Qn(k, l ).
Theorem 2. For any positive integers n, l, t, and k0
|2(Fnt ( |A| ))||2(A)|
for any subset AQnt (k, l ).
3. SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS
Let AQnt , n2, and let i be an integer, 1in. Furthermore, for
: # Q denote
Qn, it (:)=[x # Q
n
t | x[i]=:]
Ai (:)=A & Qn, it (:).
Denote by C i (A) the set obtained from A by replacing Ai (:) with the first
|Ai (:)| vectors of Qn, it (:) for all : # Q. We say that the set A is i-compressed
if C i (A)=A. If A is i-compressed for any i=1, ..., n, we call the set A
compressed. Although the following lemma states a standard property of
compression, we provide a proof for completeness.
Lemma 4. Let AQnt and assume Theorem 2 hold in n&1 dimensions.
Then
|2(C i (A))||2(A)|
for any i=1, ..., n.
Proof. Let us fix an index i and denote B=2(A). Our objective is to
show that for any : # Q the size of Bi (:) cannot increase after i-compres-
sion. Theorem 2 applied in n&1 dimensions ensures that this is the case if
:=(k+1) l.
Now let :/} ; for some ; # Q. Then
Bi (:)=(2(Ai (:)) & Qn, it&1(:)) _ 6
i
;  :(A
i (;)),
where 6 i;  : is the projection operator, which consists in changing the i th
entry of the vectors of Ai (;) from ; to :. Since |6 i;  :(A
i (;))|=|Ai (;)|,
one has
|Bi (:)|max[ |2(Ai (:)) & Qn, it&1(:)|, |A
i (;)|].
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A similar inequality holds for D=C iA too. However, for D this inequality
becomes an equality. This is true, because by Lemmas 1 and 3 the set
2(Di (:)) & Qn, it&1(:) is an initial segment in Q
n, i
t&1(:) and, obviously,
6 i;  :(D
i (;)) is also an initial segment in the same set. Finally, since
Theorem 2 holds in n&1 dimensions, then |2(Di (:)) & Qn, it&1(:)|
|2(Bi (:)) & Qn, it&1(:)| and the lemma follows. K
Due to this lemma we assume in the sequel that A # Qnt is an optimal
compressed set.
For # # Q denote
# ={l,l&1,
if #

=k
otherwise.
Sometimes we represent an element x=(/1 , ..., /n) # Qnt in the form
x=( x1 , ..., xn/

1 , ..., /

n
), where xi=rQ(/i), i=1, ..., n. Note that t=ni=1 x i . For
example, if x=(0, 8, 1, 3, 5, 4) # Q64(3, 2), then x =(0, 4, 1, 5, 8, 3)=
( 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 00, 0, 1, 1, 3, 3) (cf. the example in Section 2).
Now refer to the grids Lx for x # Qn0 . In the next four lemmas we present
some basic properties of these grids, which are regularly used in the proof
of Theorem 2 in the next section. Let x # Qn0 . We call the grid Lx empty
(resp. full ) if A & Lx=< (resp. if (Qnt "A) & Lx=<).
Lemma 5. Let n2 and x, y # Qn0 with xOy, and let x[i]=y[i] for
some i.
(a) If |x||y|, Qnt & Lx{< and Ly is full then Lx is full too.
(b) If |x||y| and Ly is not empty then Lx is not empty too.
Proof. In order to prove the first assertion we construct for any
c=(#1 , ..., #n) # Qnt & Lx an element d # Q
n
t & Ly such that c[i]=d[i]. Then
the assertion will follow from the facts d # A and A is i-compressed.
Without loss of generality we assume i=1.
Denote x$=(x[2], ..., x[n]) and y$=(y[2], ..., y[n]) and let t$=
t&rQ(#1). Since |x||y| then &x$&&y$&. Hence, Qn&1t$ & Ly${<. Let
($1 , ..., $n&1) # Qn&1t$ & Ly$ . Then d=(#1 , $1 , ..., $n&1) # Q
n
t & Ly and c[1]
=d[1].
The second assertion can be proved similarly. K
Lemma 6. Let x, y # Qn0 with xOy and \(x, y)=1. Furthermore, let
Qnt & Lx{<.
(a) If n2 and Ly is full then Lx is full too;
(b) If n3 and Ly is not empty then Lx is not empty too.
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Proof. Let i be the index for which x[i]{y[i]. Since xOy
then x[i]<y[i], thus, |x||y|. Now the first assertion follows from
Lemma 5(a).
If |x|=|y| then the second assertion follows from Lemma 5(b). Assume
|x|<|y| and let y=(’1 , ..., ’n). Then x and y are adjacent and y[i]=k.
Consider z=( z1 , ..., zn’1 , ..., ’n) # Ly & A. If zi<l then z$=(
z1 , ..., zi , ..., zn
’1 , ..., /i , ..., ’n
) # Qnt & Lx . If
zi=l then Qnt & Lx{< implies &y&>t. Hence, z j<’j for some j{i. There-
fore, z$=( z1 , ..., zi&1, ..., zj+1, ..., zn’1 , ..., x[i], ..., ’j , ..., ’n ) # Q
n
t & Lx . Since z[ p]=z$[ p] for p  [i, j],
and since A is p-compressed, then z$ # A. K
Lemma 7. Let n3, let x, y # Qn0 be adjacent and let xOy. Furthermore,
let Qnt & Lx{<.
(a) Let Lx be not full and let p with p =(
p1 , ..., pn
/1 , ..., /n
) be the smallest
element of (Qnt "A) & Lx . If pn=/n , then Ly is empty.
(b) Let Ly be not empty and let p with p =(
p1 , ..., pn
’1 , ..., ’n
) be the largest
element of A & Ly . If pn=0 then Lx is full.
Proof. Since x and y are adjacent, then |x|+1=|y|. Thus,
Qnt & Lx{< implies Q
n
t & Ly{<.
(a) Assume the contrary, i.e., A & Ly {< and let q # A & Ly .
Remember that p is obtained from p by some permutation ? of its entries.
Apply to q the permutation ? and denote by ?(q) # Ly the resulting vector.
Let ?(q)=( q1 , ..., qi , ..., qn/1 , ..., ’i , ..., /n) for some i, 1in, with /i<’i=k. Note that if
pj=qj for some j{i, then p[ j]=q[ j], and, thus, p # A, since A is j-com-
pressed. Thus, we can assume pj {qj for all j{i.
Fact 1. There exists j, 1 j<n, such that pj<qj .
Proof. Indeed, since p, q # Qnt , then
:
n
j=1
p j= :
n
j=1
qj=t. (1)
Thus, if pn>qn then the assertion is true. If pn=qn , then i=n and the
assertion follows from (3.2) and the fact that pj {qj for j{i.
If pn<qn , then pn=/n implies pn=l&1 and qn=l. It follows from (1)
that n&1j=1 pj=
n&1
j=1 qj+1. Now if p jqj for j=1, ..., n&1 then pr=qr+1
for some r<n and pj=qj for j  [r, n]. Since n3, then p[ j]=q[ j] for
any j  [r, n]. This implies p # A, which contradicts the definition of p. K
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Now, if j{i, consider z # Qnt & Lx of the form
z =\p1 , ..., qj , ..., pn&1 , pn&(q j& pj)/1 , ..., /j , ..., /n&1 , /n + .
Note that z is defined correctly, i.e., pn&(qj& pj)0. Indeed, if pn=l, then
this inequality obviously holds. If pn=l&1, then the condition pn=/n
implies /j {k for j=1, ..., n, i.e. | p|=0. Since x and y are adjacent, then
|q|=1. This, ’i=k and j{i imply /j {k. Thus, qjl&1, and the
inequality holds as well. Therefore, pOzOq and z # A, because z [ j]=
?(q)[ j] and A is j-compressed. Since n3, then p [r]=z [r] for any
r  [ j, n]. Since A is r-compressed, then p # A. This contradicts the defini-
tion of p.
If j=i and pr>qr for r  [i, n] (in this case i{n as it follows from the
proof of Fact 1), consider z # Qnt & Lx of the form
z =\p1 , ..., pi+( pn&qn), ..., pn&1 , qn/1 , ..., /i , ..., /n&1 , /n + .
Since pn=/n and i{n then pnqn . This and (1) imply 0pi+ pn&qn<
qi . Therefore, z is defined correctly. One has pOzOq and z # A, since z [n]
=?(q)[n] and A is n-compressed. Finally, z [r]=p [r] for any r  [i, n].
Thus, p # A and we have a contradiction.
(b) The proof of this proposition is quite similar to the proof of the
first part of the lemma. We just sketch the arguments.
Assume the contrary, i.e., (Qnt "A) & Lx {< and let q # (Qnt "A) & Lx .
We apply the permutation ? to q as above and consider the resulting vec-
tor ?(q) # Lx of the form ?(q)=(
q1 , ..., qi , ..., qn
’1 , ..., /i , ..., ’n
) for some i, 1in, with
/i<’i=k. We can assume pj {q j for all j{i.
As in Fact 1, there exists j, 1 j<n, such that qj<pj . Now, if j{i, then
consider z # Qnt & Ly of the form
z =\p1 , ..., qj , ..., pn+( p j&q j)’1 , ..., ’ j , ..., ’n +=\
p1 , ..., qj , ..., pj&q j
’1 , ..., ’j , ..., ’n + .
If j=i and qr>pr for r  [i, n] (in this case i{n as above) then consider
z # Qnt & Ly of the form
z =\p1 , ..., pi&qn , ..., pn&1 , pn+qn’1 , ..., ’ i , ..., ’n&1 , ’n +=\
p1 , ..., p i&qn , ..., pn&1 , qn
’1 , ..., ’i , ..., ’n&1 , ’n + .
Now (1) implies qipi&qnpi , and since i{n, then z is defined correctly.
In both cases it can be shown that qOzOp and z # A, which implies q # A.
This contradicts the definition of q. K
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Lemma 8. Let n3, x # Qn0 and let Lx be not full. Furthermore, let
y # Qn0 be the smallest element so that yox, |y|> |x|, x and y are not adja-
cent, and Ly is neither empty nor full. Then y=( p, ..., p, k, p&1, ..., p&1)
(with y[i]=k for some i) and x[i]= p&1 for some p with 1pk&2
and px[ j]k&1, j{i.
Proof. Assume x and y are in one block Bx and this block is not the
last one. Then x[i]=y[i]=0 for some i. Let e be the maximal element of
Bx . Consider z0, ..., z p # Qn0 defined as follows: z
0=xOz1O } } } Oz p=e for
some p and z j is the smallest element adjacent to z j&1, j=1, ..., p. Note
that any z j # Bx , thus z j[i]=0. Since y # Bx , then zq&1OyPzq for some
q1. Lemma 2 implies |zq&1| |y|. Now if q=1 then |x||y|. If q>1
then Lemma 5(b) implies Lzq&1 is not empty. Since x and zq&1 are not
adjacent, then Lzq&1 is full by the choice of y. Thus, each of the grids
Lzq&1 , ..., Lz0=Lx is full by Lemma 6(a). This contradicts the choice
of Lx .
Now assume x and y are in different blocks. Let i be the smallest index,
so that x[i]=0 and y[i]{0. Consider z # Qn0 with z[ j]=0 if j=i or
x[ j]=y[ j]=0 and z[ j]=k otherwise. Then xPzOy. Note that z{x,
because otherwise x and y are adjacent. Furthermore, note that |x|<|z|
and |y| |z|+1.
First assume y[ j]=k for some j{i. If |z| |y| then Lz is not empty
(Lemma 5(b)). If |z|<|y| then z and y are adjacent and Lz is not empty
(Lemmas 5(a) and 6(b)). Thus, Lz is full by the choice of y. Note that Lz
is also full if we assume z[ j]=0 (i.e., x[ j]=y[ j]=0) for some j. Consider
z0, ..., z p # Qn0 (with p=|z|&|x| ) defined as follows: z
0=xOz1 } } } Oz p=z
and zq is obtained from zq&1 by replacing some of its nonzero entries
with k for q=1, ..., p. Since Lz is full, and since \(zq, zq&1)=1, then
Lemma 6(a) implies all grids Lz p , ..., Lz0=Lx are full. This contradicts the
choice of Lx .
It remains to consider the case y[ j]{k for j{i. Since |y|>|x|, then
|y|=1, y[i]=k and |x|=0. Now if y[ j]{0 for some j>i, consider the
vector y$ obtained from y by exchanging y[i] and y[ j]. One has zOy$Oy
and Lz is full as above, which leads to a contradiction. Since z[ j]{0 for
j{i by the arguments above, then x[ j]>0 for j{i. Finally, if y[ j]>1 for
some j<i, then for y$=(1, ..., 1, 2, k, 0, ..., 0) (with y$[i]=k) one has
zO (1, ..., 1, k, 1, 0, ..., 0)Oy$Py. This implies Lz is full, and we have a
contradiction. Therefore, y=(1, ..., 1, k, 0, ..., 0) (with y[i]=k).
Finally, if x and y are in the last block, we apply the arguments above
to the subblocks of this block. It follows that x and y are either in different
subblocks or in the last subblock. In the former case x and y are of
the form from the statement with p=2. In the last case we partition the
last subblock into further subblocks and proceed in accordance with the
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recursive definition of the order P. Note that if zj=yj for some j then Lz
is full, which contradicts the choice of Lz . This implies pk&2. K
The order P provides a numbering of the vectors of Qn by 1, 2, ..., |Qn|.
In accordance with that for x # Qn denote by N(x) the number of the vector
x in the order P, and for AQn let N(A)=x # A N(x). We assume
throughout the text that
A is optimal and N(A)<N(B) for any optimal set B with |B|=|A|. (2)
In the proof of Theorem 2 we use some operations on optimal sets which
result in optimal set B with N(B)N(A). These operations are based on
the transformation T on grids which is described in the following lemma.
At this point remember that in accordance with the ClementsLindstro m
theorem (cf. Theorem 1) the lexicographic order is the Macaulay order for
grids. For a grid G and its level Gt we refer to an initial segment of the
lexicographic order in Gt as a lexicographic segment.
Let H be a s$1_ } } } _s$n (host) grid and let G be a s"1_ } } } _s"n (guest)
grid. Furthermore, let IH Ht$ and IG Gt" be lexicographic segments in
Ht$ and Gt" , respectively. Our transformation T(H, G) consists of the
replacing of the segments IH and IG by the lexicographic segments I H and
I G respectively, which are defined as follows: if |IH |+|IG | |Ht$ |, then I H
is the lexicographic segment of length |IH |+ |IG | in Ht$ and I G=<.
Otherwise, if |IH |+ |IG |>|Ht$ |, then I H is Ht$ and I G is the lexicographic
segment of length |IH |+|IG |& |Ht$ | in Gt" .
Lemma 9. Let n2, s$i&1s$i and s"i&1s i" for i=2, ..., n. Furthermore,
let s$is i" for i=1, ..., n and let t$t". Then |2(I H)|+|2(I G)||2(IH)|+
|2(IG)|.
Proof. We assume IG{< and prove the lemma by induction on n. For
n=1 the lemma is obviously true, so let us make the inductive step for
n2. Denote by h (if IH{<) and g the largest elements of the segments
IH and IG in the lexicographic order respectively. If IH=< we set
h=(t$, 0, ..., 0). Note that ni=1 h[i]=t$ and 
n
i=1 g[i]=t". We introduce
the (n&1)-dimensional subgrids H(i)=[x # H | x[1]=i], i=1, ..., h[1],
and G(i), i=1, ..., g[1], defined similarly.
Case 1. Assume ni=2 h[i]
n
i=2 g[i]. We apply the transformation
T(H(h[1]), G(g[1])) (in (n&1) dimensions) and obtain two new
lexicographic segments I H and I G . By induction |2(I H)|+|2(I G)||2(IH)|
+|2(IG)|. It is easily seen that the obtained segments yield the assumption
of Case 1.
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FIG. 3. Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 9.
Case 2. Assume that ni=2 h[i]>
n
i=2 g[i]. Denote by H (i) the sub-
grid of H(i) which is isomorphic to G(i) and contains the vector (s"2 , ..., s"n)
and the origin (0, ..., 0) of H(i) (such subgrids are shown in Fig. 3 by
dotted lines). The subgrids H (i) do exist since si"s$i for i=1, ..., n and are
defined uniquely. Note that the assumption of the case is equivalent to
t"&t$+h[1]<g[1].
Now we move the vectors of IG & G(t"&t$+h[1]+i) to their corre-
sponding positions in the subgrid H (h[1]+i) for i=1, ..., g1&(t"&t$+
h[1]) and exchange the sets IH & H (h[1]) and IG & G(t"&t$+h[1]). This
transformation is displayed in Fig. 3. In this figure we show the partition
of H and G into subgrids H(i) and G(i) respectively, and the subgrids H (i)
(with dotted lines). We assume that the vectors of H(i) and G(i) are
ordered lexicographically from left to right. The lexicographic segments IH
and IG are shown by bold lines. Note that the vectors of IH & H(i) and
IG & G(i) are in the levels t$&i and t"&i of H(i) and G(i) respectively
(counted in (n&1) dimensions). Therefore, each of the sets IG & G(t"&t$+
h[1]+i) is moved into the same level of H (h[1]+i). The images of these
sets are shown by thin lines.
Obviously, the lexicographic segment IG transforms into a lexicographic
segment in G. We denote this segment by I G . The lexicographic segment
IH , in turn, transforms into a set which we denote by B. Note that for any
i and any subset DH (i) it holds: 2(D) & H(i)H (i). This implies
|2(B)|+|2(I G)|=|2(IH)|+|2(IG)|. Replace the set B with a lexicographic
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segment I H of the same size in Ht$ . Then |2(I H)||2(B)| by Theorem 2.1.
Thus, for the segments I H and I G one has |2(I H)|+|2(I G)||2(IH)|+
|2(IG)|.
We apply the transformations described in Cases 1 and 2 to the obtained
segments I H and I G . After a finite number of such applications we trans-
form these segments into I H and I G without increasing the sum of the
shadows. K
The last lemma shows that the elements of a lexicographic segment in a
smaller grid can be moved in a sense into a larger grid without increasing
the sum of their shadows. This property in the case s$i=s i", i=1, ..., n,
implies such important properties of grids (cf. [7]) as additivity (if t$=t")
and shadow increasing (if t$<t" and IH=I G=<). In the sequel, however,
we will apply Lemma 9 with t$=t" only.
We prove Theorem 2 by using double induction on n and k. For k=0
the theorem is true due to Theorem 1. If A=Fnt ( |A| ), then the theorem is
true too. Otherwise, denote by a the largest vector of A and by b the
smallest vector of Qnt "A. Since A{F
n
t ( |A| ), then bOa.
Lemma 10. If k1 then b

is not in the last block.
Proof. Indeed, if b

is in the last block then a

is in the last block too.
We partition A into A$ _ A" with
A$=[x # Qnt | x
[i]=0 for some i]
A"=A"A$.
We can consider A" as a subset of a subposet R which is isomorphic to
Qnt (k&1, l ) (cf. Lemma 1(d)). Clearly, |2(A)|=|2(A$)|+|2 (A")| with
2 (A") being the shadow of A" in S. If we replace A" with an initial segment
in S of the same size, then this results in an optimal set B (induction
on k). Lemma 1(d) implies B=Fnt ( |(B)| ). Since B{A, then N(B)<N(A),
which contradicts (2). K
As mentioned before, we apply the induction on n to prove Theorem 2.
However, our general methods work well only for n3. The theorem is
obviously true for n=1 but we must consider the case n=2 separately. For
x # Qnt we define the marginal shadow of x with respect to the set A as
2 (x)=2(A _ x)"2(A"x).
Lemma 11. Theorem 2 is true for n=2.
Proof. We use the induction on l and k. For l=1 and arbitrary k the
lemma is true due to Lemma 5 in [1]. For k=0 and arbitrary l the lemma
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follows from Theorem 1. Let us make the inductive step for l>1 and k1
and show that the order P2t (k, l ) fulfills the desired properties. Let AQ
2
t
be an optimal subset with minimal value of N. We show that the assump-
tion A{F2t ( |A| ) leads to a contradiction.
Case 1. Assume tl+2. Then any entry of a vector of A and 2(A)
belong to the set [k+1, k+2, ..., (k+1) l]. Hence, both A and 2(A) are
subsets of a subposet R isomorphic to Q2(k, l&1) (cf. Lemma 1(c)) and
the lemma follows by induction on l.
Case 2. Assume tl&1. One has
2(A)= .
y # Q20
2(A & Ly)
and the sets in the union are pairwise disjoint. Therefore, without loss of
generality we assume the subset A & Ly is an initial segment in Ly for all
y # Q20 . Therefore, the transformation T(Lb

, La

) results in an optimal set B
with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
Case 3. Assume t # [l, l+1] and l3. Let a=( a1 , a2:1 , :2) be the largest
element of A and let b=( b1 , b2;1 , ;2) be the smallest element of Q
2
t "A. We
assume bOa and b

is not in the last block (cf. Lemma 10).
Fact 2. If l3 or l=t=2 then |2 (b)|2. Moreover, if Lb

is not empty
then |2 (b)|1.
Proof. Note that at most one of b1 and b2 is l, since otherwise
t=b1+b2=2l>l+1 for l2. If b1<l and b2<l then the assertion is true.
Let, say, b2=l.
Assume t=l. Since b is not in the last block then b=( 0, l0, k). Consider
x=( 0, l&10, # ) # 2(b) for some #{k. Since x # 2(c) for c=(
1, l&1
0, # ), and since
c

Ob

, then x  2 (b). Thus, 2 (b)=[( 0, l&10, k )].
If t=l+1 then b=( 1, l0, k). Now for any x=(
1, l&1
0, # ) # 2(b) for #{k it holds
x # 2(c) for c=( 2, l&10, # ). Since l3 then c
Ob

, thus, x  2 (b). Therefore,
in this case 2 (b)=[( 1, l&1;1 , k ), (
0, l
;1 , k
)].
Similar arguments imply the validity of the first assertion in the case
b1=l. Finally, since |2(x) & Lb

|2 for any x # Lb

, the second assertion
follows. K
Fact 3. |2 (a)|=1.
Proof. If |2 (a)|2, we replace a with b. The resulting set B is optimal
(Fact 2), but N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
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Assume |2 (a)|=0. It can be shown that t=l and a=( l, 0k, k). Now if L(k, k)
is full, then ( b1 , b2k, k ) # A. Therefore, (
b1 , b2
;1 , k
) # A and ( b1 , b2k, ;2 ) # A, since A is com-
pressed. This implies b # A and contradicts the definition of b.
If L(k, k) is not full then there exists z # A & L(k, k) such that |2(z) &
L(k, k) |=1. Since |2 (a)|=0 then ( l&1, 1k, k ) # A. Since A is compressed then
( l&1, 1k, ;2 ) # A and (
l&1, 1
;1 , ;2
) # A. Therefore, |2 (b)|1 by Fact 2. Replacing z
with b results in an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts
(2). K
Therefore, without loss of generality we assume |2 (a)|=1 and |2 (x)|2
for any x # Q2t "A with xOa. This implies
A & [x # Q2t | bPx and b
, x

are in one block]=<, (3)
[x # Q2t | xPa, and x
, a

are in one block]A. (4)
Indeed, the negation of (3) implies Lb

is not empty, while the negation of
(4) implies |2 (x)|=1 for some x # Q2t "A with xOa. Replacing a with x
results in an optimal set with a smaller value of N. Note that (3) and (4)
imply b

and a

are in different blocks.
Now if |b

||a

| then the transformation T(Lb

, La

) results in an optimal
set with smaller value of Nt . Thus, we may assume |b
|<|a

| .
Since n=2, then the elements of Q20 are partitioned into four blocks. We
denote these blocks by B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 and let
Ai= .
x # Bi
(A & Lx), i=1, ..., 4.
If b

# B1 , we show that L(0, 0) is not empty. This would contradict (3).
Indeed, if a

# B2 or a
# B3 then L(0, 0) is not empty follows from Lemmas
5(b) and 6(b). If a

# B4 then a1<l or a2<l. Let, e.g., a1<l. Then (
a1 , a2
0, :2
) # A
since A is 1-compressed. Now L(0, 0) is not empty in accordance with
Lemma 6(b).
Assume b

# B2 . Thus, b=(
b1 , b2
0, ;2
) and |b

|=0. If a

# B3 then a=(
a1 , a2
:1 , 0
) and
|a

|=1. Now (3) implies |A2 |<|A3 |. Consider the set
B=A1 _ [(#2 , #1) | (#1 , #2) # A3] _ [(#2 , #1) | (#1 , #2) # A2].
It can be easily shown that B is an optimal set. Now |A2 |<|A3 | implies
N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2). If a

# B4 then |a
|1 together with (4)
imply ( a1 , a21, k ) # A. This and Lemma 6(b) imply Lb

is not empty, which con-
tradicts (3).
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Assume b

# B3 . Then a
# B4 . If a
o (k, 1) then Lb

is not empty as above.
If a

=(1, k) then (3) implies |A3 |<|A4 |. Consider the set
B=A1 _ A2 _ {\c2 , c11, # + } \
c1 , c2
#, 0 + # A4=_ {\
c2 , c1
#, 0 + } \
c1 , c2
1, # + # A3= .
It can be easily shown that B is an optimal set. Now |A3 |<|A4 | implies
N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
Case 4. Assume t # [l, l+1] and l=2. If t=l=2 then the arguments
of Case 3 work well. If t=3, we cannot guarantee |2 (b)|2. However, in
this case A[( 1, 2#, $) _ (
2, 1
#, $)]. Therefore, as in Case 1, A can be considered
as a subset of a subposet R which is isomorphic to Q2(k, l&1) (cf. Lemma
1(c)). Moreover, the shadow of any x # A contains exactly one elements
which is not in R. For such an element d=( d1 , d2$1 , $2) it holds: either d1=0 or
d2=0. Hence, for any AQ2l+1(k, l )
|2(A)|=|2 (A)|+|A|, (5)
with 2 (A) being the shadow of A in the subposet R. Since (5) also holds
with respect to the set F2l+1( |A| ) in Q
2(k, l ), and since the corresponding
set in R is optimal (induction on l ), then the set F2l +1(|A| ) is optimal in
Q2(k, l ). K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Due to Lemma 11 and [1, 6] the theorem is true if n2 or l=1 or
k=1. We proceed for n3, l2 and k1 by the double induction on n
and k. We assume throughout this section that AQnt (k, l ) is a com-
pressed optimal set and N(A)<N(B) for any other optimal subset BQnt
with |B|=|A|. Let a be the last vector of A and let b be the first vector of
Qnt "A. Furthermore, let them be of the form a =(
a1 , ..., an
:1 , ..., :n
) and b9 =( b1 , ..., bn;1 , ..., ;n).
We assume A{Fnt ( |A| ) (i.e., bOa) and show that this assumption leads
to a contradiction.
Case 1. Assume bn{;n and an{0. We show |2 (b)|1|2 (a)|.
Indeed, let c # 2(b). If c

Ob

then Qnt & Lc

{< by Lemma 6(b). Since Lc

is
full by the definition of b (cf. Lemma 3), then c  2 (b).
Now assume c

=b

(i.e., c # Lb

) and let c =( b1 , ..., bi&1, ..., bn;1 , ..., ;i , ..., ;n ) for some i,
1i<n. Then c # 2(e) for e =( b1 , ..., bi&1, ..., bn+1;1 , ..., ;i , ..., ;n ) # A & Lb
. Since cOb, then
c  2 (b). Therefore, 2 (b) consists of at most one element c =( b1 , ..., bn&1;1 , ..., ;n ) (if
bn{0).
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On the other hand, d9 =( a1 , ..., an&1:1 , ..., :n ) # 2 (a). Therefore, replacing a with b
results in an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
Case 2. Assume bn=;n and an{0. Moreover, we assume that &b
&>t
or &b

&=t and |b|=0.
For x # Qn0 denote Ax=A & Lx . We say that the set Ax is contracted if
Ax is an initial segment in Lx .
Fact 4. Let x # Qn0 and ZQ
n
0 be the set of all elements adjacent to x.
Furthermore, for any z # Z with zOx let Lz be full and for any z # Z with
zox let Lz be empty. Then Ax is contracted.
Proof. If the subset Ax is not contracted, then the contracting of it will
obviously result in a set B with N(B)<N(A). The assumptions concerning
Z imply that B is optimal. This contradicts (2). K
Fact 5. Ab

is contracted.
Proof. We apply Fact 4 and consider some z # Qn0 adjacent to b
. If
zOb

, then &b

&>t implies Lz & Qnt {<. Thus, Lz is full by the definition
of b. If zob

, then Lemma 7(a) (applied with x=b

and y=z) implies Lz
is empty. K
Our goal is to show that for any c # Qn0 with b
OcOa

(if it exists) Lc is
either empty or full. Assume the contrary and let c # Qn0 be the smallest
element such that b

OcPa

and Lc is neither empty nor full. We show
c=a

.
Fact 6. Ac is contracted.
Proof. Note that |c|>t. Hence, for any z # Qn0 adjacent to c it holds
Qnt & Lz{<. If zOc, then Lemma 6(b) (applied with x=z and y=c)
implies Lz is not empty. Now if Lz is not full then z=b
by the choice of
c. However, for z=b

Lemma 7(a) (applied with x=b

and y=c) implies Lc
is empty. This contradicts the definition of c. Therefore, Lz is full. This, in
particular, implies Ac is contracted if c=a
.
Assume c{a

and let d with d9 =( d1 , ..., dn$1 , ..., $n) be the smallest element of
(Qnt & Lc)"A. Now, if dn{$n , then we replace a with d. By the arguments
of Case 1 and the arguments above, this replacement leads to an optimal
set B with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2). Finally, if dn=$n then for
zoc Lemma 7(a) (applied with x=c and y=z) implies Lz is empty. K
Note that |c|>|b

| , since otherwise the transformation T(Lb

, Lc) would
provide an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A). The optimality of set B is
guaranteed by Lemma 9 and the condition &b

&>t. Furthermore, note that
b

and c are not adjacent, since otherwise Lc is empty (Lemma 7(a)).
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Fact 7. c=a

.
Proof. Indeed, assume c{a

. Since b is not in the last block (Lemma
10), then Lemma 8 implies |b

|=0 and c=(1, ..., 1, k, 0, ..., 0) (with c[i]=k
for some i). If |a

|=0 then Aa

is contracted and the transformation
T(Lb

, La

) results in an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts
(2). Now if |a

|>0 then a

[ j]=k for some j{i, and with z=
(k, ..., k, 0, k, ..., k) (with z[i]=0) one has b

OzOcOa. Since z[ j]=a

[ j],
then Lz is not empty (Lemma 5(b)). Thus, Lz is full according to the defini-
tion of c. This, in turn, implies Lb

is full (cf. the proof of Lemma 8(b)). This
contradicts b  A. K
Fact 8. Aa

is contracted and a=(1, ..., 1, k, 0, ..., 0) (with a

[i]=k for
some i). Moreover, b

[i]=0 and 2b

[ j]k&1 for j{i.
Proof. If La

is not full then the assertion follows from Facts 6, 7, and
Lemma 8.
Assume La

is full. Obviously, Aa

is contracted. Now if |a

||b

| then the
transformation T(Lb

, La

) results in an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A).
Remember that b

is not in the last block (Lemma 10). Therefore, if b

and
a

are in one block then b

[ j]=a

[ j]=0 for some j. Now Lemma 5(a)
implies Lb

is full, which contradicts b  A.
On the other hand, if b

and a

are in different blocks and |a

|> |b

| then
the proof of the assertion can be undertaken according to the proof of
Lemma 8(b). K
Now denote q=k&b

[n] if i<n and q=k&b

[n&1] otherwise. Then
q1. Furthermore, for j=0, ..., q denote
di ={(b [1], ..., b [n&1], b [n]+ j)(b

[1], ..., b

[n&2], b

[n&1]+ j, 0)
if i<n
if i=n,
ei ={(1, ..., 1, k+ j&q, 0, ..., 0)(1, ..., 1, k+ j&q)
if i<n
if i=n.
One has b

=d0 O } } } Odq (cf. Fig. 4) and Adi=<, i=1, ..., q. Moreover,
e0O } } } Oeq=a

and Lei is full for i=0, ..., q&1.
Hence, we have q+1 pairs of grids (Ld0 , Le0), ..., (Ldq , Leq) of pairwise
equal size. Now we apply the transformation T(Ldi , Lei) for i=0, ..., q (cf.
Fig. 4). This results in a set B with each Ldi for i=0, ..., q&1 being full and
each Lei for i=2, ..., q being empty. By using Lemma 3.4 it is easy to show
that B is optimal. However, N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
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FIG. 4. Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 2.
Case 3. Assume bn{;n and an=0. Furthermore, assume &b
&>t or
&b

&=t and |b|=0. We proceed similarly to Case 2 and according to
arguments of the proof of Fact 6 and Lemma 7(b) obtain that Aa

is con-
tracted.
Denote by c # Qn0 the largest element such that b
PcOa

and Lc is
neither empty nor full. If all grids Lc with b
PcOa

are empty or full, we
put c=b

.
Fact 9. Ac is contracted.
Proof. Consider some z # Qn0 adjacent to c. If zoc then Lemma 6(a)
(applied with x=c and y=z) implies Lz is not full. We show that Lz is
empty. Indeed, the only possible grid Lz with zoc, which is not full, is grid
La

by the choice of c. However, for z=a

Lemma 7(b) (applied with x=c
and y=a

) implies Lc is full. This contradicts the definition of c. Therefore,
if c=b

then Ac is contracted (cf. Fact 5).
Assume c{b

(this implies |c|>t) and let d with d9 =( d1 , ..., dn$1 , ..., $n) be the
largest element of Ac . Now if dn{0, then we replace d with b. By the
arguments of Case 1 together with the arguments above, this replacement
leads to an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2). Finally,
assume dn=0 and let zOc. Note that Qnt & Lz{<, since otherwise &c
&=t,
thus, Lc is full. Now Lemma 7(b) implies Lz is full. K
Note that |a

|>|c| , since otherwise the transformation T(Lc , La

) results
in an optimal set B with N(B)<N(A). Furthermore, note that c and a

are
not adjacent, since otherwise Lc is full (Lemma 7(b)). Lemma 8 implies
a

=( p, ..., p, k, p&1, ..., p&1) (with a[i]=k for some i), and c=(c[1], ...,
c[i&1], p&1, c[i+1], ..., c[n]) for some p with 1pk&2 and p
c[ j]k&1, j{i.
Now denote q=k&c[n] if i<n and q=k&c[n&1] otherwise.
Furthermore, for j=0, ..., q denote
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di ={(c[1], ..., c[n&1], c[n]+ j)(c[1], ..., c[n&2], c[n&1]+ j, p&1)
if i<n
if i=n,
ei ={( p, ..., p, k+ j&q, p&1, ..., p&1)( p, ..., p, k+ j&q)
if i<n
if i=n.
One has c=d0O } } } Odq and Adi=<, i=1, ..., q. Moreover, e0O } } } Oeq
=a

and Lei is full for i=0, ..., q&1. Now we apply the transformation
T(Ldi , Lei) for i=0, ..., q (cf. Fig. 4) and obtain an optimal set B. However,
N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
Case 4. Assume bn=;n and an=0. Moreover, we still assume &b
&>t
or &b

&=t and |b|=0. Now the arguments of Cases 2 and 3 imply Ab

and
Aa

are contracted.
Let b$ # Qn0 be the smallest element such that b
Ob$Pa

and Lb$ is neither
empty nor full. If such element does not exist or if b$=a

then we apply the
arguments of Case 2. Otherwise, let a$ # Qn0 be the largest element such that
b$Pa$Oa

and La$ is neither empty nor full. If a$=b$ then Fact 9 implies
Aa$ is contracted, and we can apply the arguments of Case 3. In both cases
we come to a contradiction.
Finally, assume b

Ob$Oa$Oa

(with b${a$). Facts 4. and 4. imply Ab$
and Aa$ are contracted. Denote by c the smallest element of (Qnt "A) & Lb$ ,
and denote by d the largest element of Aa$ . Let c and d be of the form
c =( c1 , ..., cn#1 , ..., #n) and d9 =(
d1 , ..., dn
$1 , ..., $n
).
Now if cn{#n and dn{0 then b$ and a$ fulfill the assumptions of Case
1, and we replace d with c. If cn=#n then apply the arguments of Case 2
with respect to grids Lb

and Lb$ . If dn=0 then apply the arguments of Case
3 with respect to grids La$ and La

. In all cases we obtain an optimal set
BQnt with N(B)<N(A), which contradicts (2).
Case 5. It remains to consider the case &b

&=t and |b|1. The
arguments in this case are similar to the proof of Lemma 8.
First assume b

and a

are in one block Bb . Since Bb is not the last block
(Lemma 10), then b

[i]=a

[i]=0 for some i. Let e be the maximal element
of Bb . Consider z0, z1, ..., z p # Qn0 defined as follows: z
0=b

Oz1O } } } Oz p
=e and zi is the smallest element adjacent with zi&1 for i=1, ..., p. Note
that z0, ..., z p # Bb , thus z j[i]=0 for any j. Since a # Bb then zq&1 Oa
Pzq
for some q1. Now |zq&1||a

| (Lemma 2). Since a

[i]=0, then Lemma
5(b) implies Lz q&1 is not empty. Thus, by Lemma 6(b), all grids Lz q&1 , ...,
Lz0 are not empty. Since |Lb

& Qnt |=1, then b # A, which contradicts the
definition of b.
Now assume b

and a

are in different blocks. Let i be the smallest index,
such that b

[i]=0 and a

[i]{0. Consider c # Qn0 with c[ j]=0 if j=i or
b

[ j]=a

[ j]=0 and c[ j]=k otherwise. Then b

PcOa

.
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Assume a

[ j]=k for some j{i. If |c||a

| then c[ j]=k implies Lc is
not empty (Lemma 5(b)). If |c|<|a

| then c and a

are adjacent and Lc is
not empty by Lemma 6(b) or 5(a). Consider z0, ..., z p # Qn0 (with p=
|c|& |b

| ) such that z0=b

Oz1 } } } Oz p=c and zq being obtained from zq&1
by replacing some of its nonzero entries with k for q=1, ..., p. Since Lc is
not empty, and since \(zq&1, zq&1)=1, then Lemma 6(b) implies all grids
Lz p , ..., Lz0 are not empty. Hence, b # A, which is a contradiction.
It remains to consider the case a

[ j]{k for j{i. Hence, 1|a

| . Since La
is not empty then |a

| |b

|1. Thus, |a

|=1 and a

[i]=k. This and
&a

&&b

&=t imply &a

&=t. Moreover, there is no j with b

[ j]=a

[ j]=0,
because otherwise Lc is not empty (Lemma 5(b)) and b # A. Hence, c=
(k, ..., k, 0, k, ..., k) (with c[ j]=0). We show |2 (b)|n+k&1|2 (a)|.
Then the replacing of a with b will result in an optimal set with a smaller
value of N, which contradicts (2).
Since &a

&=t, then |La

& 2(a)|=n. Let x # 2(a) with xOa

and let x

and
a

be in one block (there are k&1 such x’s). We show x # 2 (a). Indeed,
assume the contrary, i.e. x # 2(d) for some dOa. Since \(x

, d

)=1, and
since |d

|=1, then d
 q
=k for some q{i. Hence, c[q]=k and Lc is not
empty (Lemma 5(b)). This implies b # A, which contradicts the definition
of b.
Since &b

&=t, then 2(b) consists of n elements in Lb

and of k elements
in other grids. Let b

[q]=k and let x # 2(b) with x

=(b

[1], ..., b

[q&1], 0,
b

[q+1], ..., b

[n]). We show x  2 (b), which implies |2 (b)|n+k&1.
Note that x

and b

are in different blocks. If x

is not in the first block then
this block will contain an element y that is adjacent to x

. Since yOb

then
Ly is full. Assume x
is in the first block, i.e. x

=(0, ..., 0) and
b

=(0, ..., 0, k, 0, ..., 0) (with b

[q]=k). Now consider y # Qn0 obtained from
a

by replacing a

[ p] by 0 for some p  [i, q]. One has b

OyOa

. Since
y[i]=a

[i], then Ly is not empty. Since b
[ p]=y[ p], then Lb

is not
empty. This contradicts b  A and completes the proof of the whole
theorem. K
5. AN APPLICATION
The properties (N1) and (N2) of a Macaulay poset (cf. Section 1) are
useful for a number of related problems. Here we present one of such
problems on graphs and apply Theorem 2 to solve this problem for
products of block graphs.
Let G=(VG , EG) be a graph and AVG . Denote
IG(A)=[(u, v) # EG | u, v # A]
IG(m)= max
|A| =m
|IG(A)|.
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For a given m, 1m|VG |, consider a problem of finding a subset AVG
such that |A|=m and |IG(A)|=IG(m). It is an edge-isoperimetric problem
(EIP).
In [3, 4] (see also [7]) a relation between the EIP and the following
problem on posets is presented. Let P be a ranked poset and AP. The
set A is called ideal if 2(A & Pi)A for any i>0. Denote RP(A)=
x # A rP(x) and RP(m)=max R(A) with the maximum running over all
ideals A with |A|=m. For a fixed m consider the problem of constructing
an ideal A in P such that |A|=m and RP(A)=RP(m). We refer to this
problem as to the MRI (maximum rank ideal) problem.
We say that the MRI problem has a nested structure of solutions (NSS
for short) if there exists a total order on the set P, such that any m first
elements of P in this order form an ideal with maximum rank. It is shown
in [1] and [7] that the properties (N1) and (N2) provide the existence of
the NSS in the MRI problem and that the corresponding total order can
be constructed from the Macaulay order. Similarly, the NSS can be defined
with respect to the EIP problem. Furthermore, we say that a graph G is
represented by a poset P with |P|=|VG | if the EIP on G and the MRI
problem on P have NSS and IG(m)=RP(m) for m=1, ..., |VG |.
Let T be a tree with k vertices. We construct a graph H(T, l ) as follows:
for each edge e=(u, v) of T we add new vertices we1 , ..., w
e
l and connect any
wei with w
e
j for i{ j and with u and v. In other words, we replace every edge
of T by a clique on l+2 vertices (cf. Figs. 5a, 5b). The vertices that were
added to T are shown in Fig. 5 by smaller cycles. The added edges are
represented by thin lines. The graph H(T, l ) is a particular case of a block
graph (i.e., graph in which every block is a clique). Some block graphs
were studied with respect to the bandwidth in [9]. In our case all blocks
have to have exactly l vertices. It can be easily shown that regardless of tree
T, the graph H(T, l ) is represented by the dual of the spider poset
Q(k, l+1) (i.e., the poset with the same elements set but with inverse
partial order, cf. Fig. 5c).
The theorem in [3] implies that the n th cartesian power of graph
H(T, l ) (denoted by Hn(T, l )) is represented by the dual of the poset
Qn(k, l+1). Another general result (see [1, 7]) shows that the dual of any
Macaulay poset is a Macaulay poset too. Hence, the EIP for the powers
FIG. 5. A tree T (a), the graph H(T, 1) (b), and the dual of Q(3, 2) (c).
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of H n(T, l ) has an NSS and for a fixed n and l the function IHn(T, l )(m) is
the same for all basic trees T with the same number of vertices. This is an
analogue of the corresponding proposition concerning powers of trees (i.e.,
for l=0) [3]. The corresponding order for the EIP on the graph Hn(T, l )
can be derived from the order P. For explicit constructions and further
details readers are referred to [1, 3, 4, 7].
Finally, let us mention some further research directions. Theorem 2 in
combination with the results of [2] describes all upper semilattices whose
Hasse diagrams are trees and whose cartesian powers are Macaulay posets.
Due to the properties of the dual posets (see above), a similar result also
holds for lower semilattices. However, the problem of specifying all trees,
whose cartesian powers are Macaulay posets, is still open.
Consider Macaulay posets (P, P) and (Q, Q) consisting of l and l+1
levels respectively. Furthermore let P and Q have just one maximal ele-
ment, and let q be one in Q. Construct a new poset R with the element set
P _ Q and the partial order R defined as follows: xR y iff (i) x, y # P
and xP y, or (ii) x, y # Q and xQ y, or (iii) y=q. Then R is a ranked
poset and rR(x)=rP(x) for x # P and rR(x)=rQ(x) for x # Q. For which P
and Q is any cartesian power Rn Macaulay? Another possible extension is
that of taking another copy of Q instead of the poset P (denote it by Q$)
and identifying the maximal elements of Q and Q$. We believe that our
technique of dealing with grids Lx and the principals lying in the construc-
tion of the order P can be well used in solution of the shadow minimiza-
tion problem on cartesian powers of such posets.
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